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Introduction 
 
 
The year 2013 has been one of considerable change for the St. Lawrence County Environmental 
Management Council (EMC).  In the 43 years since its creation by the St. Lawrence County Board 
of Supervisors, the EMC has accomplished projects of significant worth to the County and to the 
State, and has experienced many periods of change.  Change can be a catalyst for new ways of 
thinking, and new actions; as the members of the County's EMC look to the future, they seek to 
answer these questions: 
 

 What are the challenges of today, and what can we expect the challenges of to morrow to be? 
 How should the EMC pursue its mission in the future? 

 
In 2013, the EMC's 15-member volunteer board has experienced a turnover of a majority of 
members.  This has lessened the EMC’s institutional memory, but has created an opportunity for the 
group to benefit from the joining of experiences of new and existing members.   
 
Staffing support for the EMC has also changed significantly.  In June 2012, Jon Montan, who had 
staffed the EMC throughout his 35-year tenure in the St. Lawrence County Planning Office, retired. 
At that point, the Planning Office decided to continue staffing the EMC at a reduced level: where 
two staff had worked together on a part-time basis on EMC matters, going forward one staff would 
support the EMC operations on a part-time basis.   
 
This staffing decision has had the effect of overturning the way that the EMC had operated for 
years.  The EMC had operated with two standing committees, the Education Committee and the 
Natural Resources Committee; each committee had been primarily staffed by one Planner.  This 
long-time staffing pattern allowed each Committee to determine activities to pursue, and staff to 
make progress on those activities during the periods between Committee and EMC meetings.  
Under a one-staff system, the former pattern of staff support for separate standing committees 
(which chose to meet at the same time, one hour before monthly EMC meetings) could no longer be 
sustained. 
 
At the same time, the EMC has not been able to establish a strategy of engagement with the 
Board of Legislators to foster the sort of "unified action on environmental problems among local 
governments and among public and private agencies and organizations located within the county 
..." (Resolution No. 56-71; Resolution 319-88).  
 
 

Recognizing that this has been a year of change, members of the County's Environmental 
Management Council have worked throughout the year to review the history of the EMC, 
develop a cohesive vision for future priorities and activities, and revise its committee structure 
to better pursue the EMC’s mission.   
 
This document represents a Report on the visioning process to date.  
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Methodology of Visioning Process 
 
 

A. Review of EMC History, Activities 
 
At the March 2013 EMC meeting, Keith Zimmerman, SLC Planning Director, made a presentation 
about the history of the EMC.  Keith has worked for the County for over 25 years; in the late 1980s 
to early 1990s, Keith worked with Jon Montan to staff the EMC.  Among Keith's points were: 
 

 The EMC was established in 1971 by the then Board of Supervisors; at that time, the EMC 
had its own staff and budget.  In 1980, the EMC was folded into the County Planning Office; 
it continued to have a separate budget until the mid-1990s. 

 

 The EMC has worked on issues that have been significant on a state level, including the 
bottle-return bill; arguing against burning household hazardous wastes; etc.  These efforts 
have resulted in passage of laws and policies by the NYS Legislature. 

 

 The EMC has worked on issues of regional importance, including preparing an 
Environmental Impact Statement for a proposed incinerator; low-altitude flights by the 
military; hydro relicensing; drafting regulations to govern development of wind farms; etc.  
These have had lasting impacts on how residents of St. Lawrence County live their lives. 

 

 The EMC has worked on projects to inform the public / involve community members in 
environmental issues and activities.  These efforts have included the Map For All Seasons; 
household hazardous waste collection events; Earth Day events; presentations at a variety of 
public fora; etc. 

 

 Not all EMC projects are received warmly by the Board of Legislators: recently, the EMC’s 
draft Climate Action Plan was not adopted by the BOL.  Keith cited the example of the 
Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP), which the EMC worked on in the 1970s; while it 
was not adopted by the BOL, the CLUP has helped to guide Planning Office decision-
making ever since.  A Supplement to the CLUP was published in 1984; it was revised as the 
St. Lawrence County Public Policy Guide in 1995, and was adopted by the BOL at that time. 
The Public Policy Guide was further updated in 2010 and was again adopted by the BOL 
(available at http://www.co.st-lawrence.ny.us/Departments/Planning/ under the heading for 
“Publications”).  

 
 

Zimmerman emphasized the latitude that the EMC has in choosing its activities and projects.   
 

He noted that some of the most successful EMC projects have involved sustained public 
outreach/education.   
 

Keith commented that BOL support for the EMC has varied over time; he reported that, at 
times, the BOL has moved in support of EMC efforts after the EMC had pursued an issue for 
years.   
 

He noted the campaign to educate the public on the hazards of open burning of trash as one 
such example. 
 

 

 (See pgs. 16 - 22 for further details of EMC history.)  
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B. Strategic Planning Questionnaire 
 

At the EMC meeting in March 2013, Planning staff distributed a Strategic Planning Questionnaire; 
EMC members were asked to read/respond to six questions, and return them to him.  These questions 
included: 
 

1. In your opinion, what are the most significant environmental issues in Saint Lawrence 
County? 

 

2. Please read portions of the SLC BOL Resolution No. 319-88 (attached; see pg. 26 - 27): 
 In light of the Legislative Intent and Powers and Duties sections that you reviewed, 

among the environmental issues you listed above what are the issues that you think 
the EMC can be effective in addressing?  After listing, please prioritize (#1;  #2;  etc.) 

 

3. During your tenure on the EMC, what has the EMC done that has had the most benefit? 
 

4. During your tenure on the EMC, do you feel that the EMC was effective in meeting its 
goals and objectives, as you perceived those goals and objectives?         
____ Yes;    ____ No;    ____ Not Sure 
 If you answered Yes, how was the EMC effective? 
 If you answered No, how could the EMC have been more effective? 

 

5. Who especially should benefit from the efforts of the EMC? 
 

6. How do you think that EMC committees should operate? 
 

Ten members of the EMC replied to the Questionnaire.  (See pgs.  23 - 25 for the tabulation of 
questionnaire responses.)  The Questionnaire was also distributed to members of the Board of 
Legislators for their responses; none were received.   
 
To summarize the results of the survey: 
 

In response to Question #1 “Most significant environmental issues in St. Lawrence County”:  
 Current problems received 21 points (invasive species received the most points, 

followed by climate change; pollution; solid waste; health; public awareness of 
environmental issues).  

 Conservation topics received 17 points (in order: conserve resources; watershed issues; 
balance between developers and preservationists; conserve energy; sustainability).   

 No other items received more than one point. 
 
In response to Question #2 “Prioritize issues that the EMC might be effective in addressing”: 

 38 points were accumulated by ideas to “implement outreach and education programs; 
advise BOL”. 

 Among specific topic areas, solid/hazardous waste/pollution received the most points, 
followed in order by conserving resources/energy; watershed/water quality; invasive 
species; food; health; environmental tourism. 

 No other items received more than one point. 
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In response to Question #3 “What has the EMC done that has had the most benefit?”: 
 “Hazardous waste collection” received the most points, followed in order by “open 

burning education”, and “Black Lake issues”.   
 No other items received more than one point. 

 
In response to Question #4 “Do you feel the EMC was effective in meeting its goals?”, most 
respondents were not sure.  Asked how the EMC could have been more effective: 

 2 responses each listed “health issues”; “resource conservation”; “short-sighted land 
management”; “better communication/more educational efforts”. 

 No other items received more than one point. 
It should be noted that one response to Question 4 noted that “Members’ personal agendas clash 
with EMC goals and objectives”, while another response suggested “More focus”. 
 
In response to Question #5 “Who should benefit from the efforts of the EMC?”,  

 9 respondents proposed “the general public”.   
 2 responses proposed “the Board of Legislators”.  

These responses may reflect a current lack of communication with the BOL, 
 
In response to Question #6 “How should EMC committees operate?” 

 2 respondents felt the current set-up is working well. 
 2 responses suggested that “the Executive Committee should work closely with the 

BOL, then direct EMC committees”. 
 Single responses were received for  

- “Nat.Res.Comm comes up with ideas – Ed.Comm looks for speakers”;  
- “Committees should work in concert, not independently”;  
- “Ed.Comm should work closely with schools”;  
- “Committees should pick limited/specific topics and prepare timelines for progress”;  
- “Committees should not be conformed to ‘favorite issues’; if the topic doesn’t fit the 

committee, then create a special committee to deal with it”. 
 
 

It appears from the above responses that EMC members support outreach and education as 
primary ways to pursue its goal to foster "unified action on environmental problems among 
local governments and among public and private agencies and organizations located within 
the county”.   
 

Priorities among a list of current problems and related conservation topics appear to 
include invasive species, conservation of resources, and watershed issues.   
 

EMC members want their activities to benefit the general public; hopefully, the EMC can 
advise the BOL in the process.   
 

Finally, various changes are proposed for how the EMC committees should work.  These 
should be reviewed by the EMC, and decisions made for how the committees will operate 
for the next year. 
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C. Visioning Session 
 
On July 22, 2013 seven members of the EMC met at the Soil & Water Conservation District office 
in Canton for a 2½-hour session to envision how the EMC might operate in the future. 
 
The agenda included the following items:  

 Discussion of Results from “EMC Strategic Planning Questionnaire”   
 Discussion of County Priorities / How the EMC Might Address Them 
 Discussion of How EMC Committees Should Operate 
 Vision:  “In Five Years, the EMC will be …” 

 
Tabulation of results from “EMC Strategic Planning Questionnaire” were presented for the first 
time to EMC members; little analysis was available at this point.  (See pgs. 23 – 25 for tabulations.) 
 
The discussion of County priorities and how the EMC might address them made a basic point:  
there are any number of environmental topics /issues / problems that face residents of St. Lawrence 
County.  It may be beneficial for the EMC to adopt a strategy for any topic/project it undertakes to 
concentrate on local impacts, and local activities that can address, if not resolve, larger 
environmental problems.   
 
An example of this type of activity would be the EMC’s ongoing efforts to address issues of solid 
waste.  The EMC worked on the issue of open burning of household trash for a number of years, 
educating the public in an ongoing campaign, and addressing the BOL on the subject.  Burning trash 
is a personal decision made by specific households;  the efforts of the EMC pointed to the facts that 
alternatives to burning exist; that these alternatives need not be burdensome, especially if recycling 
is undertaken; and that burning trash causes severe environmental and health problems for one’s 
family and one’s immediate neighbors.  
 
Additionally, in the face of seeming ineffectiveness of the EMC to inform, advise or speak to the 
BOL about environmental matters, there may be ways for the EMC to pursue environmental 
activities that correspond to BOL priorities.  An example raised at the session involved watershed 
management:   

 The BOL is concerned about tax receipts and economic development.   
 The County has decided to promote fishing as a priority to increase tourism, and thereby 

increase tax receipts and create tourism-related jobs.   
 The EMC might begin to address watershed management issues, and to promote Best 

Management Practices for watershed management, as a way to support the BOL’s already-
identified priority to promote fishing.   

After all, proper watershed management will lead to healthier fish stocks. 
 
There was some discussion about how EMC committees should operate.  It has become clear in 
2013 that the current system of standing committees is not very effective.  In the past, when two 
Planning staff worked with the EMC, it was possible for each standing committee to have its own 
staff; staff could work on committee tasks during the periods between meetings.  Since Planning 
Office staffing has been reduced to one staff, the committees have tried to operate on their own 
during 2013; this has been less than effective. 
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Ideas discussed for how committees might operate in the future included abolishing the standing 
committees; creating temporary ad hoc committees based on particular projects/issues to be 
addressed; possibly have the EMC meet as a committee-of-the-whole at some point between regular 
EMC business meetings; have the EMC Executive Committee provide additional 
oversight/direction to committees (whether standing committees or ad hoc committees). 
 
No decisions were made concerning committees.  Instead, those attending the Visioning session 
asked that a speaker be invited to make a presentation on effective committee work.  This was 
accomplished at the September 2013 EMC meeting.   
 
Finally, EMC members were asked to complete the following statement:  “In five years, the EMC 
will be ….”  Eight responses were received.    
 
 

To summarize, members felt that the EMC should work on local impacts of environmental 
issues, and try to develop programs at the local level to address these issues.   
 

The EMC can often work on projects that complement priorities set by the Board of 
Legislators, but will, at its discretion, investigate other issues of environmental significance.   
 

The EMC will establish committees that will serve as its primary vehicles for activity, with 
some limited assistance from Planning staff, as available.   
 
A draft Vision Statement might read: 
 

"In five years, the St. Lawrence County Environmental Management Council (EMC) will 
be: 
 

 working in partnership with the Board of Legislators, local governments, and 
organizations across the County to review, evaluate and disseminate relevant, focused 
and timely information about environmental issues affecting our County;  

 

 focusing on local aspects and impacts of environmental issues in order to assist citizens 
across the County to sustain and improve their living conditions;  

 

 working to create and distribute information and educational activities, and to provide 
opportunities for public participation in projects that conserve resources, reduce 
environmental hazards, improve health and increase general understanding of the 
natural world in which we all live; and,  

 

 ensuring that its goals and objectives make progress toward its stated vision. The 
EMC's goals and objectives will be specific, measurable, attainable, realistic, and time-
oriented. (SMART)." 

 

 
See EMC Visioning Session, July 2013: Highlights of Discussion on pgs. 28 – 30 for additional 
information. 
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D. Discussion of Effective Committee Work 
 
 
At the September 2013 meeting of the EMC, Bob Zimmerman introduced Elizabeth (Bess) Kirnie as 
the evening’s speaker.  Zimmerman noted that Kirnie is retired from Norwood-Norfolk Central 
School as superintendent; she has worked with Bob to train students of the St. Lawrence Leadership 
Institute. 
 

Kirnie introduced her presentation as “Committees That Work”.  She noted that effective boards 
and their committees have established a consensus about their “vision”: a statement of basic 
principles/goals that can be expressed by all members, and that are repeated/stated frequently.   
 

Kirnie reported that committees need to create objectives that will achieve/make progress toward 
the stated vision/goals.  These objectives must each be S.M.A.R.T:  Specific; Measurable; 
Attainable; Realistic; and Time-oriented.  She recommended that objectives be written down, 
with realistic delivery dates; assignment of responsibilities; defined, measurable outcomes to be 
achieved.   
 
Kirnie stated that objectives should be reviewed periodically for progress; an objective can 
always be revised in light of changing circumstance.  She noted that successful completion of 
objectives provide opportunities for celebration by the committee / board.  These celebrations are 
important as morale-boosts. 
 
Kirnie explained that “the backbone of a committee meeting is the agenda”.  She strongly 
suggested that a written agenda be prepared for committee meetings, as a framework for 
discussion, and as a prompt for committee members to make progress on their assigned tasks. 
She described several types of agendas; after some discussion, EMC members appeared to favor 
an “Action Item Agenda” (see illustration, below).      
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This type of committee agenda includes specified times for consideration of agenda items (so 
that items do not get overlooked), statement of proposed/desired outcomes (to inform/direct 
discussion), and assignment of responsibilities for accomplishing tasks.  [Note:  Kirnie emailed 
the next day that “It is possible to leave the time slots blank, filling in only the times for call to 
order and adjournment, until the committee meets.  At that point, the group can commit to time 
frames for each item, giving ownership to the pace of the meeting.”]   
 

“Next Steps” are filled in as a result of committee discussion/decisions.   
 

Kirnie stressed the importance of setting a draft agenda for the next meeting before concluding 
the current meeting; this will enable all participants to know/act on the priorities of the 
committee in a timely fashion. 
 

EMC members asked a number of questions about various committee structures, and discussed 
the advisability of holding committee meetings at different times; or of establishing temporary 
committees defined by specific functions/tasks; or of meeting as a committee of the whole for 
work sessions, then meeting as the EMC to act on work items; etc.   
 
 

To summarize, Ms. Kirnie stated that effective committee work results from achieving 
consensus about the group’s “vision”.   
 

She reported that committees need to create objectives that make progress toward stated 
vision.   
 

Objectives must be specific, measurable, attainable, realistic and time-oriented (S.M.A.R.T.).   
 

She explained that committee meetings should be directed by an agenda, and proposed 
several formats for committee meetings; EMC members preferred the “Action Item Agenda” 
format.   
 

She noted that an important aspect of any committee meeting is setting a draft agenda for the 
next meeting: this helps members to focus on the tasks they need to complete before the next 
meeting.   
 

Kirnie emphasized that completion of objectives provide opportunities for celebration; these 
celebrations are important morale boosts.  
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Next Steps For the EMC 
 
The EMC’s Vision Statement: 
 
"In five years, the St. Lawrence County Environmental Management Council (EMC) will 
be: 
 

 working in partnership with the Board of Legislators, local governments, and 
organizations across the County to review, evaluate and disseminate relevant, focused 
and timely information about environmental issues affecting our County;  

 

 focusing on local aspects and impacts of environmental issues in order to assist citizens 
across the County to sustain and improve their living conditions;  

 

 working to create and distribute information and educational activities, and to provide 
opportunities for public participation in projects that conserve resources, reduce 
environmental hazards, improve health and increase general understanding of the 
natural world in which we all live; and,  

 

 ensuring that its goals and objectives make progress toward its stated vision. The 
EMC's goals and objectives will be specific, measurable, attainable, realistic, and time-
oriented. (SMART)." 

 
Goals and Objectives for 2014 
 
1.  Goal: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 a.  Objective: ______________________________________________________________ 
 

 b.  Objective: ______________________________________________________________ 
 

 c.  Objective: ______________________________________________________________ 
 
2.  Goal: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 a.  Objective: ______________________________________________________________ 
 

 b.  Objective: ______________________________________________________________ 
 

 c.  Objective: ______________________________________________________________ 
 
3.  Goal: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 a.  Objective: ______________________________________________________________ 
 

 b.  Objective: ______________________________________________________________ 
 

 c.  Objective: ______________________________________________________________ 
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EMC Committee Operations for 2014 
 
 
Standing Committees                              OR Ad Hoc Committees 
  
a.  Leave Existing:  a.  Establish Committees to pursue goals 
       Education and Natural Resources        Separate Committee for each goal? 
OR  
b.  Create New/Additional Committees b.  Determine Format for Committee Operations 
  
c.  Assign Agreed-on Goals to Committees c.  Select/Recruit Committee Chairs 
  
d.  Determine Format for Committee Operations d.  Determine Meeting schedule 
  
e.  Select/Recruit Committee Chairs  
  
f.  Determine Meeting schedule  
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Action Item Agenda, __________________________________________________ Committee 
 

Meeting Date: ________________________________                                                   Time  ________________ 
 

Time Item Outcome Responsibility Next Steps 
 

_____ PM Minutes From Last 
Mtg. 

Revisions? 
Accepted? 

Recorder Recorder to distribute minutes by 
________________________ 

     
_____ PM Reports: 

 
 
 

Sharing of 
Knowledge 

Sub-committees / 
Working Groups 

Next Steps for sub-group: 

     
_____ PM Reports: 

 
 
 

Sharing of 
Knowledge 

Sub-committees / 
Working Groups 

Next Steps for sub-group: 

     
_____ PM Reports: 

 
 
 

Sharing of 
Knowledge 

Sub-committees / 
Working Groups 

Next Steps for sub-group: 

     
_____ PM New Business Accept/Reject as 

Committee Work 
Assigned to sub-
group: 
 
 

Next Steps for sub-group: 

     
_____ PM New Business Accept/Reject as 

Committee Work 
Assigned to sub-
group: 
 
 

Next Steps for sub-group: 

     
_____ PM New Business Accept/Reject as 

Committee Work 
Assigned to sub-
group: 
 
 

Next Steps for sub-group: 

     
_____ PM Set agenda for next 

meeting 
Draft agenda for 
next meeting 

All Committee 
members 
participate 

Chair/staff to send draft agenda 
to all committee members within 
1 week 

     
_____ PM Adjourn    

DRAFT - EMC Committee Meeting Agenda Template - DRAFT 
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St. Lawrence County EMC History 
 
 
In 1971, the St. Lawrence County Board of Supervisors established by Resolution 56-71 the St. 
Lawrence County Environmental Management Council (EMC).  The County's EMC is part of a 
statewide network of county-level (EMCs) and community-level (CACs) volunteer boards 
enabled by State law to advise the local governments that created them on environmental 
matters.  Each local organization has specific powers granted to it by its local government. 
 

Resolution No. 56-71 as amended by Resolution No. 86-71 
 

BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Supervisors hereby established a county environmental 
management council for the County of St. Lawrence as follows: 
 
Section 1.  Legislative Intent.  
 
Preservation and improvement of the quality of the natural and man-made environment 
within the County of St. Lawrence in the face of population growth, urbanization, and 
technologic change with their accompanying demands on natural resources, are of increasing 
and vital importance to the health, welfare, and economic well-being of the present and 
future inhabitants of the county.  It is recognized that the biologic integrity of the natural 
environment on which man is dependent for survival and the natural and functional beauty of 
our surroundings which condition the quality of our life experience cannot be protected 
without the full cooperation and participation of all local governments in the state working in 
concert with each other and with other public and private institutions, agencies and 
organizations.  Establishment by the County of St. Lawrence of a council for environmental 
management is a necessary step in fostering unified action on environmental problems 
among local governments and among public and private agencies and organizations located 
within the county. 

 
The County Resolution empowered the EMC to advise the Board on environmental matters 
affecting the county, work cooperatively with the County Planning Office on environmental 
issues, undertake environmental studies and surveys, maintain liaison with other 
environmentally-oriented agencies, develop an environmental education program, foster public 
understanding of environmental issues, encourage the creation of local environmental 
conservation commissions, develop a program to coordinate environmental activities, prepare 
educational materials and accept, when authorized, gifts of land. 
 
Amending resolutions in 1988 and most recently in 1998 altered the composition of the EMC by 
simplifying the requirements for representation according to environmental topical areas, and 
reduced the number of members from a maximum of 28 to 16.  The basic duties, described 
above, have not changed up to the present.  (See Section 5. Powers and Duties of the Council 
found in this document on pages 26 - 27, for a full description of current activities authorized by 
the BOL.)  
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Originally, the EMC had its own Executive Director and its own budget.  Around 1980, the EMC 
was folded into the County Planning Office.  Since that time, the budgets have been merged and 
County Planning staff have carried out the EMC’s work plans.  Historically, EMCs qualified for 
state reimbursement under the “Local Assistance Program” of up to 50% of their costs.  The St. 
Lawrence County Environmental Management Council received funding from this source, as 
well as specific grants over the years.  As Council budgets grew statewide and the total state 
allocation remained virtually constant at $500,000, St. Lawrence County’s share declined to 
somewhere around 12%.  Then, funding for the “Local Assistance Program” was eliminated and 
has not been restored despite lobbying by the NYS Association of EMCs (NYSAEMC). 
 
Along with funding, came a requirement to submit an annual report and “state of the 
environment” to the DEC each year.  DEC staff also reviewed the annual work plan but seldom 
made any significant changes.  When the funding vanished, Planning staff stopped submitting 
these reports to the state.  Minutes of monthly meetings and an annual Work Plan are sent to 
EMC members, County Legislators, and other interested persons.  
 
Major Events in the History of the EMC 
 
Solid Waste Environmental Impact Statement -- The EMC members and the staff wrote an EIS 
on the proposed Waste-to-Energy Facility (incinerator).  This was the most ambitious project the 
EMC ever undertook.  It involved dozens of meetings and tremendous participation by a 
dedicated subset of the EMC membership. 
 
Land Spreading Local Law – The staff put together a local law, that was passed by the BOL, in 
response to the groundwater pollution problems caused by the land spreading of whey 
concentrate from the former Stella Cheese facility in Ogdensburg.  The law requires permits 
from the County for the land application of certain food processing wastes.  It was enacted to fill 
a gap in state landspreading regulations. 
 
Bottle Bill – The EMC was a strong advocate for the passage of a NYS beverage container 
deposit law.  The EMC compiled evidence to counter local concerns that the bill would hurt the 
beverage industry and cost jobs. 
 
Low-Altitude Military Training Flights – The staff organized public meetings to compile 
comments on a proposal by the Strategic Air Command to fly low-altitude B-52 training flights 
over a racetrack-shaped route within St. Lawrence County.  Working with the Air Force and a 
citizen group, an alternate proposal was developed that was acceptable to all parties.  Governor 
Mario Cuomo created a special low-altitude flights committee that continues to meet and resolve 
nuisance aspects of low-altitude military training flights. 
 
St. Lawrence National Wildlife Refuge – The staff prepared data showing the impact that a 
49,000-acre dispersed NWR would have on the tax base of the county.   The USFWS dropped 
the idea of a refuge, but continued with a program of wetland restoration and cooperative 
projects. 
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Hazardous Waste -- The EMC was an active participant in the cleanup of all of the federal and 
state designated inactive hazardous waste sites in the county.  Notable were the staff’s efforts in 
actually supervising initial hazardous waste remediation at the Sealand site in the Town of 
Lisbon.   The EMC also commented and kept the BOL informed on cleanup activities at 
ALCOA, Reynolds Metals and General Motors Central Foundry Division in Massena. 
 
More recently, the EMC has worked with the BOL to establish and staff a series of “Household 
Hazardous Waste Collection” events, held at locations across the County.  Two such events have 
been held each year since 2007; each event sees 200+ county residents drop off various noxious 
chemicals.  The EMC has been able to include collection of used electronics and unused 
pharmaceuticals in these events.   
 
Open Burning – The EMC has been active for years regarding dangers related to open burning of 
household trash.  Numerous presentations on this topic have been made to the BOL and to public 
forums.  The BOL provided $32,000 for the EMC and Planning Office staff to conduct a multi-
year public education campaign to eliminate open burning of trash.  Billboards, radio 
advertisements, newspaper ads, posters, promotional materials, were all produced for public 
distribution.  Staff have conducted presentations on hazards of open burning.  In 2009, NYS 
passed a law forbidding open burning of trash statewide.  EMC/staff continue educational efforts 
to reinforce the importance of not burning trash. 
 
FERC Hydro Relicensing – The EMC and Planning staff have taken an active role in the 
relicensing process for several hydroelectric projects within the county.  The largest effort 
involved the Niagara Mohawk combined Raquette River projects relicensing.  This resulted in a 
settlement agreement that provided for minimum flows, recreational improvements and transfer 
of some lands to NYS.  Additional relicensing projects have involved the Raquette River, West 
Branch of the St. Regis River, and the Oswegatchie River. 
 
Black Lake – Monies were obtained from the NYS Legislature to study the eutrophication of 
Black Lake by phosphorus.  This multi-year research was conducted by Clarkson University and 
SUNY Environmental Science and Forestry.  Most of the phosphorus in Black Lake enters via 
the Indian River.  Black Lake is known for its fishing, but excessive fertility and weed growth 
cause boating, aesthetic and water quality problems, particularly in the bays of the lake. 
 
St. Lawrence County Policy Guide -- The EMC heavily influenced the Policy Guide, which was 
the sequel to the Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP) and its 1984 Supplement (CLUP-SUP). 
 The CLUP was never adopted by the BOL; the Policy Guide, however, was adopted (and 
updated in 2010). 
 
Model Wind Farm Regulations – The EMC worked with members of the County Planning Board 
to develop a model law to regulate wind farms.  This model law was sent to all towns in the 
County; the model has been used as a basis for development of local laws in Hammond, 
Hopkinton, Louisville, Morristown, Parishville, Pierrepont, and Stockholm. 
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Water Quality Coordinating Committee – The EMC staff were among the founding members of 
the St. Lawrence County Water Quality Coordinating Committee.  
 
Map For All Seasons – In conjunction with the County Chamber of Commerce, the EMC has 
produced three editions of a “Map For All Seasons”, which provides information about 
recreation opportunities and facilities for every town in the County.  The most recent edition, 
printed in 2002 and reprinted in 2004, had over 25,000 copies distributed. 
 
NYS Conference on the Environment – In 2008 the EMC received funds from the BOL to 
develop and host a statewide Conference on the Environment at St. Lawrence University.  This 
three-day conference was attended by almost 100 EMC members, CAC members and others 
from across the State interested in environmental issues. 
 
Earth Day projects – Since 2000, the EMC has held various events to help celebrate Earth Day 
(April 22).  These events have included poster contests for school children, photography contests 
for the public, tree plantings, a streamside cleanup, and a “Y-2K Art Show at the Dump” 
featuring sculptures made of recycled materials.  The BOL has participated by proclaiming April 
22 “Earth Day in St. Lawrence County” each year. 
 
Climate Action Plan – Acting on a request from the BOL, in 2010 the EMC produced a draft 
Climate Action Plan to assist the County to make informed decisions in order to save money and 
increase energy efficiency of St. Lawrence County-owned buildings and equipment.   
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Significant Projects Undertaken by the EMC 
(compiled in 2012) 

 
 
 Issues of Solid Waste Management:   

 

- Establishment of Household Hazardous Waste Collection Events.  The EMC held the 
County’s first HHW collection program in October 2006.  Eleven of these events have 
been held; more than 2,400 County residents have dropped off hazardous wastes, 
electronic wastes, and prescription drugs.  This program has now been taken over by the 
County’s Solid Waste Department, and funded through the Development Authority of 
the North Country.   EMC members and Planning staff continue to serve as volunteers 
to staff these events. 

 

- EMC members and Planning staff developed and conducted a public education campaign to 
persuade County residents to not burn trash.  In 2003, the BOL contributed over $30,000 
toward this campaign.  After several years of public education in St. Lawrence County 
and elsewhere, NYS banned open burning of solid waste in 2008. 

 

- EMC members and Planning staff wrote the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the 
proposed Waste-to-Energy Facility (incinerator proposal).  This EIS helped save the 
County from needing to hire an outside expert to prepare the EIS, at the cost of many 
thousands of dollars.   

 
 
 Coordinating Activity with Community Organizations:   

 

- Map For All Seasons (MFAS).  EMC members and Planning staff have worked with the 
County Chamber of Commerce to produce three editions of the Map For All Seasons, which 
provides information about recreation opportunities and facilities in every town and village 
in the County.  The most recent edition, produced in 2002 and reprinted in 2004, had 
over 25,000 copies distributed.  The MFAS is currently being updated again. 

  

- Black Lake.  The EMC helped to obtain funds to study the growth of weeds in Black Lake.  
In 2001-12, the EMC has focused attention on the fishing resource of Black Lake, and 
brought together local stakeholders and NYS OPRHP staff to redevelop the existing 
public boat launch site. 

 
 Involvement with Young People on Environmental Education:   

 

- Earth Day Projects.  The EMC has sponsored events in conjunction with Earth Day (April 
22) each year since 2000.  These projects have involved young people in cleaning up 
Coles Creek, producing posters on issues of open burning, planting trees, photography 
contests, etc.  
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- Indian Creek Conservation Field Days.  EMC members and Planning staff have delivered 
teaching sessions as part of Field Day events for almost 20 years.  Each year, these Field 
Days provide an opportunity for hundreds of sixth-grade students from schools across 
the County to experience and to learn about the environment around them. 

 

- Envirothon.  For more than 10 years, EMC members and Planning staff have helped to 
supervise the North Country Envirothon competition held annually for high school students. 
The Envirothon is a hands-on environmental education competition where a team of 
five high school students work together in hopes of winning scholarships and 
awards.  The teams compete in five different environmental categories (i.e., soils/land 
use, aquatic ecology, forestry, and wildlife) and a current environmental issue.  

 
 Local Review of State and Federal Actions:   

 

- FERC Hydro Relicensing.  At the direction of the BOL, EMC members and staff have 
participated in relicensing processes for the St. Lawrence River Power Project (NYPA), as 
well as Brookfield projects on the Raquette, Oswegatchie and St. Regis Rivers.  EMC 
emphases included ensuring enhanced public access and increased recreational 
opportunities on these waterways.   

 

- Review of Unit Management Plans.  NYS DEC has developed Unit Management Plans 
(UMPs) for ten large areas of state-owned land in St. Lawrence County.  EMC members and 
Planning staff have attended public meetings, developed critical comments, and monitored 
development of these UMPs.  EMC emphases included ensuring enhanced public access 
and increased recreational opportunities in these publicly-owned areas.  An example of 
EMC emphasis on public access is the development of “A User’s Guide to the 
Adirondacks in St. Lawrence County” (available on the County Web site). 

 

- Low Altitude Military Training Flights.  The EMC and staff organized public meetings to 
compile comments on a proposal by the Strategic Air Command to fly low-altitude B-52 
training flights over St. Lawrence County.  Working with the Air Force and with a group of 
local stakeholders, an alternate plan was developed that was acceptable to all parties.   

 
 Speakers at EMC Meetings:  Ongoing Education on Environmental Topics:  

The EMC typically invites speakers to make presentations on a wide variety of issues that affect 
the environment of St. Lawrence County.  Speakers have included Federal staff, NYS agency 
representatives, professors and other professional experts, local experts on various topics, and 
concerned citizens.  These presentations at EMC meetings have the benefit of educating EMC 
members (and, through their contacts with BOL members, the BOL) about the issues of 
significance and of concern to residents of our County. 
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EMC-Sponsored Earth Day Events 
 
 
In recent years the EMC has sponsored a variety of activities in conjunction with Earth Day.  
These have included:   
 

 For Earth Day 2000, the EMC sponsored "Plastics Disposal Week" and distributed a 
pamphlet which discussed problems with burning/burying plastics waste materials.  The 
EMC also sponsored the "Earth Day 2K Waste Plastic Sculpture Competition”; more 
than 100 children participated in creating sculptures from recycled materials. 

 

 For Earth Day 2001, the EMC co-sponsored the "Coles Creek Streamside Cleanup 
Day".  Over 250 people came out to the Park, and removed more than 400 bags of trash.  

 

 In 2002 and 2003, the EMC sponsored poster competitions on the topic of open 
burning.  Over 700 posters were designed and submitted by students around the County. 

 

 In 2004, 2005 and 2008, the EMC sponsored photography contests for all residents of 
St. Lawrence County.  More than 100 images were submitted for these contests; themes 
included “Environmental Treasures of Our County”, “People in the Environment”, and 
“Involvement with the Environment”. 

 

 In 2006 and 2007, the EMC co-sponsored programs on wind power development at 
the North Coast Energy Fair. 

 

 In 2009, the EMC sponsored a Household Hazardous Waste collection program in 
Gouverneur and received waste materials from over 200 participants. 

 

 In 2010, the EMC worked with staff from the Potsdam office of DEC to plant trees at 
Greenwood Creek State Forest. 

 

 For 2011, the EMC co-sponsored a four-day conference on “Climate: CHANGE / 
Acting Together on Environmental Sustainability, Climate Change and Environmental 
Justice”, held at St. Lawrence University 

 

 In 2012, EMC members worked with more than Girls Scouts and their families, and staff 
from the DEC to plant trees and perennial shrubs at Wilson Hill. 

 

 In 2013, the EMC planned to work with staff from the Potsdam office of DEC to plant 
trees at Greenwood Creek State Forest; THIS PROJECT DID NOT HAPPEN. 
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EMC Strategic Planning Questionnaire -- 2013 

Tabulation -- 10 Responses Received 
 
 
1. In your opinion, what are the most significant environmental issues in Saint Lawrence 
County? 
 

# Responses Significant Issues 
7 Conserve Resources 
5 Invasive Species 
4 Climate Change 
4 Pollution 
4 Solid/hazardous waste 
4 Watershed issues 
3 Balance between developers and preservationists 
2 Conserve Energy 
2 Health 
2 Public awareness of environmental issues 
1 Environmental tourism 
1 Food 
1 Sustainability 

 
 
2. In light of the Legislative Intent and Powers and Duties sections that you reviewed (see pg 
XX) among the environmental issues you listed above what are the issues that you think the 
EMC can be effective in addressing? After listing, please prioritize (#1 = 5 pts; #2 = 4 pts; 
etc.) 
 

Votes Received Issues that the EMC Might Effectively Address 
25 Implement outreach and education programs 
13 Watershed/water quality 
12 Conserve Resources 
11 Invasive species 
10 Advise BOL 
10 Solid/Hazardous waste 
7 Food 
6 Pollution 
5 Conserve Energy 
5 Health 
3 Environmental tourism 
3 Promote Funding for Research 
1 Climate change 
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EMC Strategic Planning Questionnaire -- 2013 

Tabulation -- 10 Responses Received 
 
 
3. During your tenure on the EMC, what has the EMC done that has had the most benefit? 
 

Votes Received Issues that the EMC Has Effectively Addressed 
4 Hazardous waste collection 
3 Open burning education 
2 Black Lake issues 
1 Climate Change Plan 
1 Coles Creek Cleanup 
1 EMC has made people aware of important issues 
1 Fishery concerns highlighted 
1 No opinion 
1 Wind Law 

 
 
4. During your tenure on the EMC, do you feel that the EMC was effective in meeting its 
goals and objectives, as you perceived those goals and objectives? 
 

_____ Yes; 
__1__ No; 
__6__ Not Sure 

 
 If you answered Yes, how was the EMC effective? 

- Did some good things; could have accomplished more 
- Benefits and effective in some programs; focus wavers widely 

 
 If you answered No, how could the EMC have been more effective? 

 
Votes Received Issues Where the EMC Could Have Been More Effective 

2 Health issues 
2 Resource conservation / more value-added 
2 Short-sighted land management 
1 Attention to local issues / local solutions 
1 Climate change 
1 Communicate better with BOL 
1 Members’ personal agendas may clash with EMC goals and objectives 
1 More focus 
1 Public education regarding environmental issues 
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EMC Strategic Planning Questionnaire --  2013 
Tabulation -- 10 Responses Received 

 
 
5. Who especially should benefit from the efforts of the EMC? 
 

Votes Received  
9 The general public 
2 Board of Legislators 

 
 
6. How do you think that EMC committees should operate? 
 

Votes Received  
1 Brainstorm about issues 
1  Educate the BOL and the public 
1  Working well together right now 
1  Nat Res Comm comes up with ideas / Ed Comm looks for 

speakers 
1  Committees should work in concert, not independently 
2  Too much input/too many issues. ExComm should work 

with BOL, then direct committees 
1  Not sure 
1  Like how committees work on topics, then bring topics to 

full EMC 
 1 Ed Comm should work more closely with schools 
1  Committees should pick limited & specific topics; prepare 

timelines for progress on topics 
1  Committees should not be conformed to “favorite issues”. 

If topic doesn’t fit committee, create committee to deal 
with it, or drop topic. 
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From Question 2: Sections from SLC BOL Resolution No. 319-88 
 

 
Section 2. Legislative Intent.  
 
Preservation and improvement of the quality of the natural and man-made environment 
within the County of St, Lawrence in the face of population growth, urbanization, and 
technological change with their accompanying demands on natural resources, are of 
increasing and vital importance to the health, welfare, and economic well-being of the 
present and future inhabitants of the county. It is recognized that the biologic integrity of the 
natural environment on which man is dependent for survival and the natural and functional 
beauty of our surroundings which condition the quality of our life experience cannot be 
protected without the full cooperation and participation of all local governments in the state 
working in concert with each other and with other public and private institutions, agencies 
and organizations. Establishment by the County of St. Lawrence of a council for 
environmental management is a necessary step in fostering unified action on environmental 
problems among local governments and among public and private agencies and organizations 
located within the county.  
 
 
Section 5. Powers and Duties of the Council. The powers and duties of the Council shall be 
to:  
 
1. Advise the Board of Legislators on matters affecting the preservation, development, and 
use of the natural and man-made features and conditions of the County insofar as they have a 
bearing on environmental quality and, in the case of man’s activities and developments, with 
regard to any major threats posed to environmental quality, so as to enhance the long range 
value of the environment of the people of the County. 
 
2. Work cooperatively with the County Planning Board and Office. Recommend from time 
to time to the County Planning Board plans and programs for environmental improvement 
for inclusion in the County comprehensive plan. Utilize the facilities, staff and services of the 
Office of the County Planning Board for the conduct of studies, surveys, and inventories and 
the publication and distribution of books, maps, charts and pamphlets in accord with the 
purposes of this resolution. Also maintain liaison with regional planning agencies, regional 
water resources planning and development boards and other such public and private regional 
bodies affecting the conservation of environmental quality, with a view towards 
improvement of coordination. 
 
3. Develop in cooperation with educational representatives recommendations for a program 
of environmental education and prepare environmental educational aids for use within 
schools and community groups. 
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4. Develop and conduct a program of public information in the County which shall be 
designed to foster increased understanding of the nature of environmental problems and 
issues and support for their solutions. 
 
5. Develop and recommend a program to improve the coordination and effectiveness of 
public and private projects and activities in the county in accord with the purposes of this 
resolution, working in cooperation with conservation advisory commissions, insofar as such 
agencies have been established in cities, towns, and villages within the county, and with 
other public and private agencies, focusing particularly on those matters relating to 
environmental quality which require intergovernmental action. 
 
6. Conduct with appropriate coordination with existing work of a similar nature performed 
in municipalities within the county, studies, surveys, and inventories in accord with the 
general purposes of this resolution, including but not limited to surveys and studies for 
identification of those open spaces, natural areas, marshlands, swamps, and other wetlands 
and other natural and scenic features which are of a county or regional significance and for 
which an index shall be maintained, and make recommendations to the Board of Legislators 
and County Planning Board for the appropriate preservation and use of such areas and 
features. 
 
7. Prepare, print and distribute books, maps, charts, reports and pamphlets in accord with 
the purposes of this resolution. 
 
8. When authorized by resolution of the Board of Legislators the Council may accept by 
gift, grant, device, bequest, or otherwise, property both real and personal in the name of the 
county, as may be necessary to conserve and otherwise properly utilize open spaces and other 
land and water resources within the boundaries of the county. Such real property may be 
accepted in fee for land and water rights, or as any lesser interest, development right, 
easement, including conservation easement, covenant, or other contractual right including 
conveyance with limitations or reversions. 
 
9. Perform other such functions as specifically required or permitted in Section 107 of 
Article 47 of the New York State Environmental Conservation Law. 
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EMC Visioning Session 
Monday, July 22, 2013 

SLC Soil & Water Conservation District 
1942 E. DeKalb Road, Canton 

 
 

Agenda 
 
 
6:00 PM Participants arrive at 6:00 PM.  Light dinner is served. 
  
6:30 PM Discussion of Results from “EMC Strategic Planning Questionnaire”.   
  
7:00 PM Discussion of County Priorities / How the EMC Might Address Them 
  
7:30 PM Discussion of How EMC Committees Should Operate 
  
8:00 PM Vision:  “In Five Years, the EMC will be …” 
  
8:30 PM Wrap-Up 
 
 

Highlights of the Discussion: 
 
 
1.)  County Priorities/How the EMC Might Address Them 
 

 Focus Locally - address our audiences 
- The EMC can address the local impacts of larger issues 

 

 Brownfield Development 
- Participate / lead Public discussion/education on Brownfield issues 
- Research on redevelopment alternatives 

 

 Look at Economic Development aspects of environmental issues 
- e.g.:  Fishing is an economic development priority for St. Lawrence County 

○ fishing depends on watershed management; EMC can pursue/promote/educate    
re: best management practices for watersheds 

 

 Energy Development 
- Biofuel / pellets / Solar / wind / hydro 

○ EMC can promote/educate on local issues / aspects 
▫ e.g.:  promote renewable energy development / use on farms 
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 Finances/Taxes are a major concern for BOL 
- EMC can focus on savings and return on investments for environmental programs 

o e.g., proper watershed management increases fishing success, which increases 
tourist expenditures/sales taxes captured by the County 

 

 Value-added production: what are environmental aspects? 
- Ask IDA to speak at EMC meeting(s) 
- -Investigate where to partner with economic development  

 

 Farming 
- EMC can promote/educate re: Local food / local production 
- Emphasize conservation / best environmental practices for farms 

 

 Health 
- Clean Water / Open Burning 

 

 Invasive Species 
- How to deal with: 

○ –Emerald Ash Borer 
○ –Giant Hogweed 
○ -Wild Parsnip 

 

 Hazardous Waste Issues 
- CFL Disposal/Cleanup will become more common / more a concern 

o CFL bulbs contain trace amounts of mercury 
- More HHW Days / events in alternate locations (Star Lake? Colton? Else?) 

 

 EMC can conduct additional projects with citizen involvement 
- These projects promote public awareness of the environment / specific issues 

 

 Develop resources for EMC 
- EMC is authorized to accept gifts of funds, land, items, etc. 

o How/should this authority be used? 
 
 
2.)  How EMC Committees Should Operate 
 

 Ideas discussed include: 
 

- Abolish Standing committee: est. ad hoc committees 
 

- BOL → Ex Committee: Ed Committee & Nat Res 
 

- CPB Model: Committee of whole meets between EMC meetings 
 

- How to run/participate on committees 
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3.)  Vision:  “In Five Years, the EMC will be …” 
 

  “In five years, the EMC will be a valued partner of the BOL, sought out for our 
opinions.” 

 

  “In five years, the EMC will be a relevant, respected, participatory part of local 
government.” 

 

  “In five years, the EMC will be recognized by the BOL and public as a leader on 
environmental issues that directly impact St. Lawrence County.  Taking its cues from the 
BOL, the public and its own expertise, the EMC will identify major current and future 
issues, and clearly explain them to the public and the BOL, with clear descriptions of the 
issues, how they will impact County residents including potential economic impacts, and 
suggestions for action.” 

 

 “In five years, the EMC will be working very closely with the BOL to inform and 
educate them and the general public about emerging issues. 

 

  “In five years, the EMC will be more narrowed in scope and focus, and vastly more 
effective and useful in fulfilling our stated goals.” 

 

  “In five years, the EMC will be still involved with monitoring pollution by industry 
(ALCOA, etc.) and continuing to encourage the community to recycle and bring in toxic 
waste.” 

 

  “In five years, the EMC will be less of a committee than it now is unless people stand up 
for what they believe in.” 

 

  “In five years, the EMC will be continuing to promote healthy, sustainable living and 
conservation.” 
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EMC Members:  Thumbnail Biographies, 2013 
 
 
Jennifer Berbrich:  appointed October 2013.  Jennifer lives in the Village of Rensselaer Falls.  

She works at Tisdel Associates in Canton, and formerly worked with the St. Lawrence 
County Housing Council.  At the Housing Council, Jennifer worked closely with Planning 
staff to administer and deliver CDBG-funded housing rehabilitation projects. 

 

Joseph Brant:  appointed January 2013.  Joe lives in the Town of Potsdam and is homesteading 
with his wife and two children.  He graduated from SUNY College of Environmental Science 
and Forestry in Syracuse.  He worked for the Adirondack Mountain Club, the Catskill 
Watershed Corporation, then began working with NYS DOH in Canton in 2004.  Since then, 
Joe has worked primarily in the public water supply program, and in all areas of 
environmental health engineering.  Joe obtained a NYS Professional Engineering license in 
2012.  He also volunteers as an instructor for the DEC bow hunter safety course program. 

 

Tom Cutter:  appointed December 2008.  Tom lives in the Village of Canton.  He retired from 
NYS Dept. of State, Division of Coastal Resources Management.  Tom has degrees in forest 
management from Oregon State University and SUNY ESF.  He is active locally with Grasse 
River Heritage, St. Lawrence Land Trust, Village Planning Board, Canton Waterfront and 
Brownfield Opportunities Advisory Committees.  

 

Bill Dashnaw:  appointed December 2012.  Bill lives in the Village of Waddington, and is 
retired from St. Lawrence County; he served as Superintendent of Highways.  Bill is now 
self-employed as a consultant.  Bill has been an elected official in Oswegatchie, and in the 
Village of Waddington. 

 

Ann Heidenreich:  appointed September 2007.  Ann lives in Pyrites.  She studied at the 
graduate level in Switzerland, and has worked around the world on energy-related issues.  
Ann is active with the North Country Grown Cooperative, the North Country Symposium 
and the North Country Clean Energy Conference, among other activities. 

 

Dawn Howard:  appointed December 1997.  Dawn lives in the Town of Colton.  She attended 
the SUNY Ranger School in Wanakena, SUNY Canton and SUNY ESF.  Dawn has worked 
as a Certified Nutrient Management Planner, and is currently District Manager of the SLC 
Soil & Water Conservation District.   

 

Kendall Lawrence:  appointed December 2012.  Kendall lives in the Village of Canton.  He 
spent 40 years in animal nutrition sales with Cargill in Gouverneur.  Kendall also served 
several years with the SLC Ag & Farmland Protection Board. 

 

Don O'Shea:  appointed November 1999.  Don lives in the City of Ogdensburg; he is retired 
from the NYS Dept. of Corrections.  Don studied Psychology and Anthropology in college.  
Don is a Master Gardener, Master Forest Owner and a fruit tree specialist, has served on the 
Forest Practice Board, and has trained municipal employees and volunteers on forestry 
techniques.  Don has served on the Ogdensburg Tree Commission since 1998. Don conducts 
environmental programs at Nature centers across the region.  He has authored magazine and 
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newspaper articles on a variety of environmental topics.  Don is a contributing member of 
Seedsavers Exchange, an international program to conserve heirloom seed stocks.   

 

Lance Rudiger: appointed August 1998.  Lance lives in the Village of Canton, and is retired 
from Potsdam Central School, where he taught environmental science.  He studied at SUNY 
ESF, Syracuse University and St. Lawrence University.  Lance has been a years-long 
participant in the annual Envirothon competition for high school students, and has co-
authored a book on environmental chemistry. 

 

Peter Skomsky:  appointed February 2004.  Peter lives in the Village of Massena, and is self-
employed.  He is a NYS-licensed guide, and a Wilderness First Responder.  Peter has been 
very involved with the Massena Remedial Action Planning process for the Massena Area of 
Concern (designated by the US EPA due to past pollution). 

 

Dana Smith:  appointed October 2013.  Dana lives in the Village of Waddington.  He is retired 
from NYS Dept. of Corrections.  Dana has served on various Boards of Education since 
1991, and has frequently volunteered for community projects. 

 

Andrew Soutar:  appointed November 1999.  Andy lives in the Town of Norfolk, is a self-
employed organic farmer, and is active in the North Country Grown food cooperative.  He is 
retired from the Scripps Institute of Oceanography. 

 

Scott Sutherland:  appointed BOL liaison to EMC March 2011.  Scott lives in the Town of 
Pierrepont.  He is a retired Detective Sergeant from the St. Lawrence County Sheriff's Office. 
 Scott spent his first 22 years living and working within the Adirondack Park.  Scott serves as 
the BOL representative to the Adirondack Park Local Government Review Board.   

 

Pat Whalen:  appointed December 2012.  Pat lives in Louisville where he was born and raised.  
He operated a farm with his father until he went to work for the state.  He is the Supervising 
Forester in the Potsdam office of NYS DEC.  Pat studied Forestry at SUNY ESF, and has 
worked in the field for over 27 years.  He works with local governments and Utility 
companies on a variety of road and infrastructure issues; works with the large timberland 
owners to manage their easement lands.  Pat supervises 6 guys who are responsible for a total 
of about 750,000 acres of state owned or easement land in St Lawrence County, plus one guy 
who serves any landowner in the county who wants guidance in managing their forest.     

 

Bob Zimmerman:  appointed May 2007.   Bob lives in the Village of Canton.  He is employed 
at St. Lawrence University, in Dining and Conference Services.  Bob attended the University 
of Kansas.  He currently serves on the Board at St. Lawrence Leadership Institute; he has 
been active in Scouting and sailing. 

 

One Vacancy 
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